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Abstract—This paper presents a contribution to thermocapillary micromanipulation of floating particles at the free surfaces.
Based on a physical model for the so-called capillary dipole
interaction, the force between two floating particles is predicted
with a Bessel function, whose magnitude can be calculated from
the measured distance between particles. This force is then
considered as a disturbance force and rejected in the control
scheme thanks to a feedforward strategy. We provide theoretical
results for this strategy as well as an experimental proof of
concept.
Index Terms—Thermocapillary micromanipulation, capillary
forces, optofluidcs, feedforward, capillary dipole, Cheerios effect

I. I NTRODUCTION
Within the framework of non-contact micromanipulation,
this paper presents a new strategy towards handling multiple
particles floating at the free surface thanks to the so-called
thermocapillary micromanipulation technique.
Non-contact micromanipulation uses remote force fields
to control the position of the objects, such as for instance
magnetophoresis [1], dielectrophoresis [2], acoustophoresis [3]
or optical effects [4]. However, the manipulation in parallel
of several particles independently is a challenge since all
the objects are affected by the remotely induced force fields.
Different approaches have been proposed, such as anchoring
the objects that should not move [5], controlling the force
using objects with slightly different physical properties [6],
using the noise inherent to the micromanipulation systems [7]
or shaping the force field [8], [9].
More recently, some authors have proposed to use the socalled thermocapillary effect. This consists in generating a
temperature gradient along the interface between two fluids,
leading to a surface stress thanks to the so-called Marangoni
effect (surface tension depends on temperature). This stress is

then used to trigger flows able to displace particles. In [10]–
[12], 1 − 100 µm particles are moved in the bottom of a
water reservoir by heating the top free surface with a laser. In
[13], the generation of bubbles in oil is controlled, which in
turn creates flows in the oil, able to move particles. A similar
approach was applied to bubbles in water [14].
Comparing all these principles, [15] showed the micromanipulation of particles with the laser-induced thermocapillary
convection to be an alternative method with less or different
drawbacks w.r.t. other non-contact micromanipulation techniques. Especially, four key points can be emphasized: (1)
using laser heating to generate thermocapillary convection
allows to generate fast localized flows which allows to exert
significant forces on the particles and also opens the possibility
to perform manipulation in parallel; (2) particles manipulated
at the interface (i.e. the free water-air surface) move faster than
particles manipulated in the fluid bulk. However, this imposes
wettability conditions for the particles to float and remain at
the fluid interface; (3) using a closed-loop controller allows
to control the unstable system defined when manipulating
particles at the interface and also improves the performance of
the system; (4) the method is based on a local effect, which
opens the way towards multiple particles handling.
However, multiple particles handling remains challenging
because of the capillary interactions between them (known as
the Cheerios effect). This paper proposes a strategy to reject
the capillary perturbation induced by a neighboring particle
thanks to a feedforward control scheme. It is structured as
follows. Section II presents the physics of lateral capillary
forces, Section III recalls the feedback controller presented in
[15] and presents the new feedforward controller of this study.
Simulation and experimental results are reported in Section IV
and discussed in Section V.

II. L ATERAL C APILLARY F ORCES
As shown in Fig. 1, lateral capillary forces acting on floating
particles can be attractive or repulsive, according to the sign
of the capillary dipoles Qi = ri sin φi .

Fig. 1: Lateral capillary forces between particles
[16]. a) Attracted particles with same wettability
(r1 sin φ1 · r2 sin φ2 > 0) (b) Repelled particles with
opposite wettability (r1 sin φ1 · r2 sin φ2 < 0).
Kralchevsky [16] proposed a model for the lateral capillary
force FLatCap , which can be used in an appropriate controller:

−1
FLatCap = 2 π σ Q1 Q2 L−1
cap K1 Lcap ||Xpart 1 − Xpart 2 || (1)
where σ is the surface tension, Lcap is the capillary length
q
σ
ρfluid g (m) and K1 is the modified Bessel function of the
second kind, first order. The operator ||X|| refers to the norm
of vector X. One of the assumptions here is that particles
should not be very close to each other (typically not closer
than Lcap ).
Equation (1) was experimentally validated using the experimental setup shown in Fig. 2. A spherical AISI 304 steel
sphere with 500 µm diameter (1) was glued on a FemtoTools FT-S1000-LAT (50 nN-1000 µN) force sensor, and
approached from a IPL-780 resin 2.1 mm diameter perturbing
cylinder (3). Since the perturbation arises from the free surface
deformation by the perturbing particle (characterized by the
capillary charge), equivalence can be achieved by considering
equal capillary charge Qi for both situations. The cylinder
diameter was selected such that the resulting lateral capillary
force FLatCap could be in the range of the force sensor.
Fig. 3 compares equation (1) with the experimental lateral
capillary force FLatCap as a function of the obstacle-particle
distance robst-part . As foreseen by the model assumptions,
the theoretical model provides a good estimate for obstacleparticle distances larger than 2 mm, and is indeed inaccurate
for smaller distances. Since the particle is unlikely to be closer
from disturbing neighbors than these 2 mm, the following

Fig. 2: Force measurement setup: a spherical steel sphere with
500 µm diameter (1) was glued on a force sensor (2), and
approached from a perturbing cylinder (3)

Fig. 3: Lateral capillary forces between particles. Each measured point represents the average of 50 continuous signals
coming from the force sensor. The fitted model has been
introduced to better estimate the force at small obstacleparticle distance, for which equation (1) is expected not to
be accurate.

empirical fitted model was used to design the feedforward
controller:

FLatCap = 9.9 · 10−6 NK1 800.56 m−1 ||Xobst-part ||
(2)
where Xobst-part is the center-to-center obstacle-particle vector
[m] and the resulting force FLatCap is given in N.
Nevertheless, the thermocapillary actuation force generated
by the laser was shown to be about 10 nN [15], which is
much lower than the disturbing lateral capillary force FLatCap
at small obstacle-particle distances (at 2 mm, the force is still
about 2.37 µN). Therefore in the following, the particle will
only be controlled at distances larger than 10 mm. According
to the model, two 500 µm diameter steel spheres could be
manipulated, provided the minimum distance between them
should be larger than 4.7 mm, distance at which the FLatCap ≈
9.95 nN. This limitation could be removed by increasing the
laser power.
III. C ONTROL S TRATEGY WITH AN O BSTACLE
A. Feedback Controller w/o Perturbation Disturbance
The thermocapillary flows actually push particles. Therefore, particle velocity is likely to deviate from the current target
direction (Fig. 4). Based on the measured particle position

Fig. 4: Based on the measured particle position and velocity, a
new laser position is calculated to realign the particle velocity
towards the target.

Fig. 5: Simplified schematic representation of the control scheme.

Xpart and particle velocity Ẋpart , the closed loop controller
shown in Fig. 5 computes the velocity correction Ẋcpart to
realign the particle velocity towards the target. As shown
in [17], Ẋcpart depends on the laser-particle distance, so that
the inverse model of this empirical characteristics provides a
new laser-particle distance, and therefore the targeted laser
position XlasD . The Controlled Mirror System can then be
commanded for the targeted laser position to be set. As shown
in [18], the transfer function of the Controlled Mirror system
is considered to be equal to identity so only the control of the
thermocapillary system has to be recalled here.
As represented in Fig. 7, the particle velocity magnitude
and direction are actually decoupled, leading to the so-called
steady-state particle velocity magnitude ˆṙpart QSS and direction
θcorr . The targeted laser position XlasD is obtained from the
inverse model of the empirical characteristics [17] (rlas-part in
mm, ˆṙpart QSS in mm s−1 ) :
rlas-part = −0.732 ˆṙpart QSS + 4.177

(3)

The orientation θlas-part of the laser-particle vector Xlas-part
is then computed based on the correction angle θcorr
θlas-part = θpart-targ − θcorr

(4)

where θpart-targ is the desired orientation, the orientation of the
particle-target vector Xpart-targ .
From the laser-particle distance rlas-part and laser-particle
orientation θlas-part , the laser-particle relative position Xlas-part
is computed in the ”Vector Comp” block (see Fig. 7). The
corresponding desired laser position XlasD = Xpart − Xlas-part
is then computed.
B. Feedforward Controller w/ Perturbation
A feedforward controller (green box in Fig. 7) has been
added to the system, to reject the disturbance of the lateral
capillary force. As sketched in Fig. 6, the disturbing capillary
force is calculated with (2) from the obstacle-particle distance.
This disturbing force FLatCap is then converted into a disturbing
velocity using the so-called Stokes’ Law (commonly used to
compute a viscous force from a particle velocity, according to
[19]–[21]). In other words, an equivalent velocity ˆṙpart QSS FF
is computed, which is proportional to the disturbing force:
ˆṙpart QSS FF = FLatCap
6πµRpart

(5)

where µ is the liquid dynamic viscosity and Rpart the particle
radius.

Fig. 6: Based on the measured particle and obstacle positions,
a disturbing force FLatCap is computed from (2) and converted
into a disturbing velocity from (5), which can be compensated
with an appropriate laser position to realign the particle
velocity towards the target.

Beside the disturbance magnitude, a correction angle θcorr FF
is also computed in the ”FF Direction action” block of Fig. 7
using the following relation:
θcorr FF = θpart-targ − θobst-part

(6)

This equation represents the direction opposite on which
the lateral capillary force is acting w.r.t. the particle-target
direction θpart-targ .
Consequently, we see that this feedforward controller computes an estimated particle velocity at quasi steady-state
ˆṙpart QSS FF and a correction angle θcorr FF (FF denotes the
values of the inputs computed by the feedforward controller)
based on the measured obstacle-particle position Xobst-part . The
system inputs computed by the feedforward and feebdack
controllers are then added, as shown in Fig. 7. Using these
resulting values, a desired laser position XlasD is computed
using the linearization procedure recalled in the previous
subsection.
To define the feedforward controller, an inversion based
approach was used that enabled to define ˆṙpart QSS FF which is
computed in the ”FF Mag action” block (green box in Fig. 7).
This block has as input the obstacle-particle distance robst-part
which is used to compute the lateral capillary force FLatCap
acting on the particle using eq. 2. The inputs computed by
both controllers are added in the ”Input combinator” block as if
they were defining a vector with polar coordinates: ˆṙpart QSS xx
and θcorr xx , according to equations (7-8) on page 4.
The resulting ˆṙpart QSS (once limited to 4.5 mm/s in the
saturation block) and θcorr are then used to compute a desired
laser position XlasD . The latter one allows reaching the goals of
the feedback and feedforward controllers. Indeed, for particles
close to the obstacle (Fig. 8a), the capillary force FLatCap

Fig. 7: Block diagram representation of the entire closed-loop system with the feedforward controller. This controller has two outputs: an estimated particle velocity
magnitude at quasi steady-state ˆṙpart QSS FF and a correction angle θcorr FF . These outputs are combined with the outputs of the feedback controller which for the sake
of distinction are referred as ˆṙpart QSS FB and θcorr FB . The combination is performed in the block ”Input combinator” which computes the estimated particle velocity
magnitude at quasi steady-state ˆṙpart QSS and the correction angle θcorr FB which are used to compute the desired laser position XlasD .

q
ˆṙ2part QSS FB + ˆṙ2part QSS FF + 2ˆṙpart QSS FB ˆṙpart QSS FF cos(θcorr FF − θcorr FB )


ˆṙpart QSS FF sin(θcorr FF − θcorr FB )
= θcorr FB + arctan
ˆṙpart QSS FB + ˆṙpart QSS FF cos(θcorr FF − θcorr FB )

ˆṙpart QSS =

(7)

θcorr

(8)

is very strong and the feedforward controller dominates the
feedback controller (whose goal is to take the particle to the
target location Xtarg ). Therefore, the desired laser position
XlasD generates a total radial force Fdr σ r counteracting the
large lateral capillary force FLatCap . In Fig. 8a, the laser-particle
vector Xlas-part is almost aligned with the lateral capillary force
FLatCap . Conversely, for particles far away from the obstacle
(Fig. 8b), the capillary force FLatCap is small and the feedback
controller dominates the feedforward controller. Therefore, the
desired laser position XlasD leads to a total radial force Fdr σ r
displacing the particle towards the target location Xtarg . That
is why in Fig. 8b, the laser-particle vector Xlas-part is almost
aligned with the particle-target vector Xpart-targ . Note well that
we considered here the case of repelling particles only.

B. Experimental Results
Experimental results were obtained with a AISI 304 steel
500 µm diameter particle floating on distilled water in a
plastic container placed above a white LED panel improving
the particle position acquisition in real time with a camera.
The laser is moved by a mirror using piezoelectric actuators
[17]. As already devised, the perturbation is produced with a
fixed IPL-780 resin cylinder (2.1 mm diameter, produced by
Nanoscribe Photonics GT). The start and target points have
the same Y coordinate approximately only because it is not
possible to control exactly the initial position of the floating
particle. On its trajectory to the target, the closest point from
the cylinder is at 12.8 mm. As shown in Fig. 10, a maximum
deviation of 3.05 mm is observed without the feedforward
while it has been reduced to 1.27 mm with the feedforward
activated.
V. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSIONS

Fig. 8: (a) For small particle-obstacle distance, the FF action
dominates and leads to a force Fdr σ r mainly counteracting
the large lateral capillary force FLatCap ; (b) For larger particleobstacle distance, the FB action dominates and leads to a
resulting force Fdr σ r pushing the particle towards the target.
IV. R ESULTS
A. Simulation Results
The control strategy was first tested in simulation using the
Matlab/Simulink software. The starting and target positions of
the sphere are respectively (0, -15) mm and (0, 20) mm (fig.
9). The disturbing cylinder is located in (7, 0) mm.
The model for the particle velocity magnitude ṙpart can be
seen as a cascade of a non-linear steady-state characteristics
and a linearly time-variant dynamics. The first one is given by
:
ˆṙpart QSS = 26.086 exp(−1.433 rlas-part )
(9)
The second one links the steady-state output ˆṙpart QSS to the
particle velocity ṙpart , according to the following second-order
transfer function:
ṙpart
52.027
VelDyn(s) ≡
= 2
(10)
ˆṙpart QSS
s + 7.6458s + 52.0274
The feedforward controller was first turned off. We can
see in Fig. 9a that the laser primarily aims at pushing the
particle towards the target location. Consequently, the X-axis
deviation can reach up to 1.22 mm in the worst case. The
feedforward controller was then turned on to counteract the
effect of the lateral capillary force FLatCap while also displacing
the particle towards the target location. As a result (Fig. 9b),
the particle is only deviated by a distance of 29 µm in the Xaxis. The lateral capillary force FLatCap could however not be
counteracted completely, because of saturation of the actuator.

This work opens perspectives towards parallel manipulation
of multiple floating particles as long as they are not too close
to each other, despite the intrinsic unstable physical principle.
Indeed, due to the significant interaction capillary force, the
actuator is saturated, which is accounted for by introducing
a modle of this saturation in the controller. A more powerful
laser would probably create a stronger surface tension gradient,
and therefore allow the system to be faster. Of course, the main
limitation of this work is that the (single) disturbing object
is fixed. A next step would be to test the controller having
two free moving particles. The capillary dipole interaction is
indeed a 2D analogue of the Coulomb law in electrostatics
[16]. Therefore, different forces arising from different particles
could be added to estimate the force acting on a given particle.
If these disturbing particles are fixes (=obstacles), the control
scheme is probably still valid. If they are however free to move
as well, the action of the laser beam must be distributed among
the different particles to control, and this probably requires
a modification of the control scheme. Another perspective
would be to mitigate the strong capillary force with another
force field. For instance, magnetic repulsion could reduce the
capillary attraction.
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